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1. Blockchain bugs
   [https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/blockchain-bugs](https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/blockchain-bugs)

2. Benchmarking RepuCoin
   [https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/benchmarking-repucoin](https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/benchmarking-repucoin)

3. RepuCoin visualisation
   [https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/repucoin-visualisation](https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/repucoin-visualisation)

4. RepuCoin wallet (desktop application)
   [https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/repucoin-wallet-desktop-application](https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/repucoin-wallet-desktop-application)

5. RepuCoin wallet (mobile application)
   [https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/repucoin-wallet-mobile-application](https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/repucoin-wallet-mobile-application)

6. Smart contract for RepuCoin
   [https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/smart-contract-repucoin](https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/smart-contract-repucoin)

7. Privacy Technologies for Blockchain
   [https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/privacy-technologies-blockchain](https://supervisorconnect.it.monash.edu/projects/honours/privacy-technologies-blockchain)

8. Advanced Data Structures for Blockchains

9. Blockchain Architecture for Digital Health Data and Consensus

10. Environmentally friendly mining of cryptocurrencies using renewable energy